Residual charge generation, or image persistence, in infrared detectors is a problem that affects many low-light astronomical instruments. The HAWAII-2RG in the MMT & Magellan Infrared Spectrograph shows significant persistence when first powered up. We describe here how we reduce the persistence sensitivity of this detector by exposure to light.
INTRODUCTION
Image persistence is a ubiquitous problem in calibrating astronomical data taken with infrared arrays. It is particularly problematic in instruments that can see a large range of flux levels on the same region of the detector from one exposure to the next. A given pixel in a multi-object slit spectrograph may see highly variable levels of illumination as the instrument is operated in imaging mode for initial alignment, with calibration lamp spectra, and with night sky spectra that alternate between bright OH lines and dark regions in between. These patterns change location on the detector as the slit pattern changes from one target field to the next. Space-based imagers may similarly see bright stars on one exposure and dark-current limited background in the next. Persistence results in a spurious time variable signal superposed on top of the faint signals that is difficult to subtract out.
Image persistence is understood as a filling of traps when the pixel is filled with charge and then discharge of those traps after the pixel is reset. This discharge occurs on timescales of hundreds of seconds. A detailed model of this process has been developed by Smith et. al. 1, 2 Subtracting out the persistence signal from a pixel is challenging because it depends on the recent time history of the signal on that pixel. Furthermore, the persistence sensitivity varies significantly from pixel to pixel. Recent efforts in characterizing persistence have concentrated on the Teledyne HAWAII2-RG detector, a 2048x2048 HgCdTe photodiode array in broad use in the astronomical community. The Hubble WFC3 team has recently invested significant effort to understand the time dependence of the persistence signal, and the data pipeline products now include information on persistence. Despite these efforts, the correction is still not perfect. 3, 4 In this paper, instead of attempting a detailed understanding of persistence, we present some evidence that persistence can be reduced by exposing the detector to levels of illumination that saturate the pixels. It is unknown at this point whether this phenomenon applies generally to all HAWAII2-RG arrays, or is in some way special to the detector we studied. 
Time dependence of persistence signal
In Figure 2 we show an example of the measured integrated signal of a sequence of 300 dark frame frames taken after exposure to light, and sampled up-the-ramp every 1.4 seconds. We find that the persistence rate is well fit by the form R=A(t-t 0 ) α as has been suggested previously. 6 We perform a non-linear least squares fit to the measured integrated signal, solving for A, t 0 , and α, as well as the reset level at the start of each 300 sec ramp. The resulting fit to the integrated signal is also shown in Figure 2 . The fitted parameters are A=12 e-/sec, t 0 =11.5s, and α=-0.55. As has been previously reported 6 , resetting the array has no impact on the persistence signal. The value of t 0 resulting from the fits is typically within a few seconds of the time when the array was reset to remove the illumination image. The slope α=-.55 of the decay is shallower than has been reported for other arrays, typically α∼ -1. 
Persistence signal relationship to illumination rate
We took images of Argon lamp spectra which exhibit significant variation in illumination from one pixel to the next over a relatively small area of the detector. This lamp was on during the first 5 seconds of a 30 second exposure. This was followed immediately by a 300 second dark exposure. In Figure 3 we show the relation between the mean persistence during the 300 second dark exposure plotted against the integrated illumination level. The persistence appears roughly linear for illumination levels up to 500e-, with a break in slope there, and again linear up to the maximum of 6000e-that we had in the exposure. 
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Reduction of persistence by exposure to light
Once the basic property had been discovered we made some quantitative exploration of the effect. As a metric we use the persistence rate 300 or 1800 seconds after the removal of light, as computed from the derived least squares parameters. We first provided an inoculation exposure that lasted 60 seconds with no resets during the exposure with an illumination that provided a photoelectron signal as listed in Table 1 . Then we waited several hours to let the initial persistence decay. We then measured the dark signal before applying any additional illumination. This is indicated in the second column. Then we measured the persistence resulting from lower level illumination by applying 2 seconds of illumination just prior to the end of a 30 second exposure. Immediately after that we acquired five 300sec dark frames, sampling up the ramp every 1.4 sec. The resulting persistence levels are shown in Table 1 and in Figure 5 . The quantities tabulated are: the power law index, α; and the persistence signal at times t=300s and t=1800s as evaluated from the fit parameters.
The "bright flash" data were acquired in August 2014 in the lab. The inoculation was the result of a power-up transient of our test dewar's illumination LED. The duration and brightness of the flash are unknown but are suspected to be less than a second, but brighter than the 7×10 6 e-/sec illumination that we were able to provide once installed in the MMIRS instrument.
The remaining lines in the table are for data acquired in September 2014 with the detector installed in MMIRS at Las Campanas Observatory. Illumination was provided using the MMIRS calibration lamp system.
As the inoculation exposure was increased, the subsequent persistence susceptibility decreased several fold in all measured regions except "B", the region on the edge with very high persistence. In this region there was an initial reduction but then no further improvement as the illumination level was increased. In the lab we were able to measure the persistence after the bright flash only in region "A" due to the fact that only a small area of the detector was illuminated. Table 1 . Persistence rate at the locations shown in Figure 4 . Rates have been normalized to an illumination exposure level of 10000e-. The actual illumination level in e-is shown for reference. The wavelength refers to the inoculation exposure. R300 and R1800 are the persistence signal in e-/sec 300 and 1800 seconds after illumination as determined from the least squares solution. 
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CONCLUSIONS
• This array has significantly larger spatial variation of persistence than other studied arrays.
• Illumination reduces persistence in the MMIRS HAWAII2-RG array. The reduction plateaus in the region of largest persistence • It is not known whether this behavior is seen in other arrays.
• Further testing of this array has been limited due to the fact that it has been installed in the operational instrument and to limited manpower.
• Several tests have been suggested which might move us closer to understanding the underlying physics, but as yet we have no good theory.
• Even in the absence of an understanding of the physics, it may prove possible to harness the inoculation effect to reduce the impact persistence either through periodic intense illumination or brief forward bias of the photodiodes. Such a procedure would induce its own persistence but, remarkably, the benefits seem to outlive the persistence decay resulting from the inoculation.
